
The War We Make: The Vanguard - Unveiling
the Epic Battle That Shaped Nations

The Prelude

The history of wars is replete with momentous battles that have not only changed
the courses of events but also shaped nations. Among these grand
confrontations, one stands out as an epitome of bravery, strategic genius, and
unwavering determination – The War We Make: The Vanguard. Spanning several
years, this conflict holds the position of being the most intense clash, blending
bloodshed and sacrifice, leading to an outcome that would reverberate across
generations. In this article, we unveil the untold story of The War We Make: The
Vanguard, recounting the journey of combatants and unraveling the secrets of its
ultimate resolution.

The Vanguard Awakens
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In the early morning of September 4th, 19XX, the world woke up to a chilling
realization – the vanguard of nations had descended into a state of utter chaos.
The battle lines were drawn, and the combatants geared up for a ruthless faceoff.
It all began with a minor altercation that spiraled out of control, fueled by age-old
grudges, territorial disputes, and the relentless pursuit of power. The spark that
ignited this tumultuous period emerged from the depths of political maneuverings
and clandestine alliances.
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As the conflict brewed, each side painstakingly assembled their forces, carefully
selecting the crème de la crème of soldiers, strategists, and leaders. The
Vanguard, an elite group of warriors possessing unmatched skills and courage,
emerged as the forefront defenders of justice and freedom. This valiant battalion
would not only lead the armies but also serve as a beacon of hope in the heart of
darkness. They would be remembered as the unsung heroes who embraced their
destinies and etched their names in the annals of warfare.
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The Epic Battles

As the armies converged upon the battlegrounds, the sky darkened with the
plumes of smoke and the air resonated with the cacophony of war cries. The
Vanguard, true to their image, led the charge, displaying unmatched bravery. Like
ancient legends, they fought against insurmountable odds, defending against
wave after wave of enemy onslaughts with cunning strategies. They became
iconic figures, immortal in the hearts of their comrades.

One by one, the epic battles unfolded – Raconteur's Stand, Armageddon's
Embrace, Decimation's Cliff, and Forever's Perch, each with its distinct
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challenges and crucial turning points. Raconteur's Stand witnessed a
breathtaking standoff that showcased the resilient spirit of The Vanguard;
Armageddon's Embrace revealed their remarkable adaptability; Decimation's Cliff
tested their endurance like never before, while Forever's Perch presented the
ultimate trial of loyalty.

The Invisible Threads

Amidst the clash of swords and the roar of cannons, a web of intricate
relationships and hidden motives emerged, carrying the potential to change the
entire course of the war. Love bloomed amidst the chaos, as couples were torn
apart by fate, their loyalties tested. Betrayal lurked in the shadows, waiting to
unravel friendships forged on the frontlines. The invisible threads spun by destiny
dictated life and death, victory and defeat.
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The Triumph of the Vanguard

After years of relentless struggle, sacrifices, and unfathomable loss, the war
began to tilt toward a decisive moment. The Vanguard, battered but determined,
pushed against the brink of destruction to display their true mettle. The secrets of
the battles, once hidden under the veil of chaos, unfolded, illuminating the path to
victory.

It was on the decisive day of October 10th, 19XX, that The Vanguard emerged
triumphant. The war's outcome hinged upon a fateful encounter where valor met
adversity in a display of sheer determination. The turning point came in the form
of Resilience's Rise, a battle that pushed the boundaries of known warfare
tactics, forcing the enemy to rethink their strategy and paving the way for The
Vanguard's ultimate success.

The Long-lasting Legacy

With The Vanguard's victory, peace was restored, bringing a to one of the most
monumental wars in history. The effects of this conflict transcended borders,
leaving behind indelible imprints on the nations involved. New alliances formed,
borders were redrawn, and old powers crumbled. The world emerged from the
ashes of war forever changed, and The Vanguard's tale continued to echo in the
hearts and minds of generations to come.

While the scars of The War We Make: The Vanguard may have faded over time,
its significance remains forever etched in the collective human consciousness. It
stands as a testament to the extraordinary capacity of individuals to rise above
their circumstances and forge a new destiny. May we forever honor the bravery
and sacrifice of those who fought, embodying the very essence of The Vanguard
spirit, in the pursuit of a better world.
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Chessed the Foeslayer, first king of the Vanguard achieved legendary status
fighting hate groups and corrupt regimes extending the reach of his fledgling
kingdom farther than he ever imagined. On the eve of a long awaited invasion the
king mysteriously vanishes as a vicious conspiracy unfolds!

No one has seen or heard from King Chessed since he disappeared into the
chaotic swirl of a fallen New York City ruled by a madman known as El Mago and
his vicious gang of killers. With war against a dangerous and powerful Neo-
Confederate state on the horizon, time and options are limited leaving Chessed's
lover Khalise a terrible choice! Search for the father of her children, or continue
his dream and lead their people to victory!

In The War We Make the third book of The Vanguard series get lost in an epic
journey into a provocative fantasy saga full of hope, darkness, occult magic, and
hidden danger. Bolling's worldbuilding ascends to a new level as nations and
cultures emerge from the chaos of a broken America giving rise to friend and foe
alike. Fans of Wizard's First Rule, The Quarter Storm, and The Winter King
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rejoice as realistic combat, thrilling conspiracies and dark magical fantasy
combine for a must read saga!

Put your feet on the road and hold the line! Click Buy Now with 1-Click today!
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